
This thesis focuses on the gifts of Czech and Moravian nobility to the church during the 

High Middle Ages. The pious gifts (Donations) are fundamental for the understanding of 

medieval devotion and for some aspects of medieval society. In the Middle Ages, the last wills 

and testaments expressed people’s wishes, attitudes and intentions with respect both to these 

worldly and other matters. They express attitudes to other family members, to property, to life 

and death, to community and social groups, to the Church, to Saints and to God. The pious 

donations, support for the poor and the burial near Saints open up the gates to Heaven. But the 

pious donations are not only a part of one’s care for the soul and redemption in the Middle 

Ages. The donations have complicated background. These gifts expressed religious, economic, 

political and representative intentions of the donors. The Pious gifts are a good tool for research 

of this part of society. 

The main aim of thesis is to describe the pious gifts given by the Czech and Moravian 

nobility from 1200 till mid-14th century. The Thesis based on the analysis of individual 

donations describes the spectrum of motivation for these gifts and also to describe the function 

which gifts had in society. Analysis allowed periodizes donation activity of the nobility. With 

the periodization it is then possible to describe the moments that testify to the transformation 

of the aristocratic mentality. The most important motive was the desire for salvation, memoria 

and social representation. Founding of monasteries belonged to the social status of the richest 

nobility; poorer families have begun to imitate it at least through donations. Monastic network 

was essentially stabilized before 1280th. Subsequently around the monasteries was formed a 

network of supporters. The most important function of the monasteries was their role as 

necropolis and place of memoria of aristocratic familly. Most wills contain bequests “for the 

soul” (pro remedio animae). Around the year 1320, the situation changed. The value of donated 

assets decreased. At the same time, however, they began to grow donations associated with the 

concepts of personalized liturgical memory (anniversario, specific numbers of masses etc.). 

This transformation shows changes in symbolic thinking of the Czech nobility. The study also 

discusses the donated property and structure of donees. 

 

 


